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Context

This research is carried out in partnership with the SAMH 

Center at IREQ/HQ, which aims to accurately predict 

flow behavior and dynamic effects in large scale hydraulic 

machines (water turbines) through CFD simulations.

The present study aims to:

 verify the accuracy of the RANS CFD solvers used,

 control mesh-related discretization error,

 assess the capacity of error estimators to control 

discretization error through mesh adaptation.



Goal

The goal is to couple verified mesh adaptation 

methodology to the OpenFOAM RANS solvers 

used for flow simulations in hydraulic turbines. 

Two aspects of the simulation methodology need 

to be verified:

 The flow solvers,

 Finite-volume specific error estimators.



Previous work

 Verification of several flow solvers and 
schemes used for flow simulations,

• Steady-state diffusion (Laplace solver): 
potentialFoam

• Steady-state advection-diffusion: in-house Burger’s 
equation solver,

• Unsteady advection-diffusion: in-house Burger’s 
equation solver,

• Steady-state Navier-Stokes: simpleFoam,

• Unsteady Navier-Stokes: transientSimpleFoam and 
pisoFoam.



Methodology

 Verification based on the method of 

manufactured solutions,

 Modifications to the specific solvers for each 

type of equation,

 Convergence studies of the solvers under 

mesh refinement for hexahedral and prismatic 

meshes,

 Convergence studies of the solvers for 

different types of boundary conditions.



Method of Manufactured solutions

Main ideas of the MMS:

• Construct a problem for which the solution is 

known,

• Solve the problem using the solver that needs to be 

verified on an initial mesh,

• Determine the error in an appropriate norm,

• Systematically refine the mesh,

• Determine the convergence order of the solver

• Compare the observed convergence order to 

theory



Verification results for orthogonal meshes

Recovery of exact second order convergence for 
𝜙,𝑈𝑥 and 𝑈𝑦.
Recovery of exact first order convergence for pressure.

Several combinations of BC types tested yield the same 
results.
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Influence of mesh non-orthogonality

When using prismatic elements and the default scheme 

without any correction, the observed convergence rate 

degrades completely.



Convergence results on prismatic meshes (left 

decomposition) 
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Inclined domains – Laplace’s equation
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Previous conclusions

• Application of a systematic verification 

methodology and successful verification of the 

potentialFoam, steady and unsteady Burger’s 

and Navier-Stokes solvers,

• Theoretical convergence rates were observed 

for all solvers on orthogonal hexahedral 

meshes,

• Slight mesh distortions significantly reduce the 

observed convergence rate for all currently 

available versions of OpenFOAM: 1.6-ext, 2.1-

2.3 and 3.0.



Back to the diffusion equation

𝛻 ∙ 𝜐𝛻𝜙 = 𝑆𝜙 𝑥, 𝑦

with
𝜙 the scalar potential,

𝜐 the diffusivity, and

𝑆𝜙 is the source term to impose for the chosen 
manufactured solution.

The solution to the problem is chosen as:
𝜙 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝜙0 ∗ cos 𝑥 ∗ sin(𝑦)

The source term required to yield this 

solution is:
𝑆𝜙(x, y) = 2.0 ∗ 𝜈 ∗ 𝜙0 ∗ cos 𝑥 ∗ sin(𝑦)



Diffusion: finite volume formulation

𝛻 ∙ 𝜐𝛻𝜙 = 𝑆𝜙 𝑥, 𝑦

The divergence term is integrated over 𝑉𝑝 and 

discretized, assuming 𝜐 constant:

 
𝑉𝑝

𝛻 ∙ 𝜐𝛻𝜙 𝑑𝑉 = 

𝑓

𝐺 ∙ 𝜐𝛻𝜙 𝑓 = 

𝑓

𝜐𝐺 ∙ 𝛻𝜙 𝑓

With 𝐺 the face normal vector scaled by face area.

By default, values at cell interfaces are computed 

using a centered scheme:

𝜙𝑓 = 𝑓𝑥𝜙𝑝 + 1 − 𝑓𝑥 𝜙𝑁



Mesh non orthogonality correction

 Finite-volume discretization is strongly 

influenced by mesh non orthogonality,

 A correction is introduced to account for 

non orthogonality of the mesh,

 How does non orthogonality affect 

convergence? Does the correction help?



Non orthogonality correction

Gradient projection at cell boundary for an 

orthogonal Mesh:

For a non-orthogonal mesh



Non orthogonality correction

We can decompose 𝐺 into two parts:

Orthogonal contribution:

Non-Orthogonal correction:



Non-orthogonality correction
4 ways to compute 𝐻 :

1. Using the standard expression of H, 𝜓 = 0, no 

correction,

2. Using H =
𝐷∙𝐺

𝐷∙𝐷
𝐷, 

𝜓 =  1 3, mild correction),

3. Using H =
𝐷∙𝐺

|𝐷|
|𝐺|, 

𝜓 =  1 2, medium correction),

4. Using H =
𝐷

𝐷∙𝐺
||𝐺|2, 

𝜓 = 1, strong correction),

And k is determined as 𝑘 = 𝐺 − 𝐻



Non orthogonality correction: results

 Convergence is entirely lost without correction,

 Non-orthogonality correction has a significant 
impact on observed convergence,

 Best correction observed for limited corrected 1,

 Still not 2nd order (not even always 1st order).
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Non-orthogonality correction

To reconstruct the gradient as

a non-linear system must be solved.

This involves the repeated reconstruction 

of the gradient.

The gradient is:

 reconstructed explicitly at cell centers

 interpolated back at face centers.



Analysis of error propagation

Differentiated error analysis in domain core

and at boundary shows that error is largest 

at boundary.

Tests involving only periodic conditions 

show that 2nd order convergence is 

recovered on non orthogonal meshes.

There appears to be a problem with 

gradient reconstruction at the boundary.



Analysis of error propagation

Proceeding by code extraction, verification 

tests were run on:

 Implicit gradient reconstruction at the 

boundary

 Interpolation of gradients from cell 

centers to cell faces

 Explicit gradient reconstruction involved 

in non orthogonality correction

… and the guilty is ?



Analysis of error propagation

Explicit gradient reconstruction involved in 
non orthogonality correction.

A few problems have been identified 
(depending on the code version):

 Non orthogonality correction applied 
twice at the boubdary,

 Wrong face normal vector used,

 Logic problem for coupled patches.

Corrections are being worked out right 
now

Extracted code now converges to 2nd order



Conclusion

• A systematic verification methodology has 

allowed to identify a loss of accuracy at the 

boundary for non orthogonal meshes in all 

current versions of OpenFOAM,

• The source of inaccuracy lies in the non 

orthogonality correction itself,

• Theoretical convergence rates can be recovered 

through modifications to the explicit gradient 

reconstruction schemes used in the non 

orthogonality correction at the boundaries,

• Modifications to apply vary depending on the 

version of the code.



Questions ?

Convergence Curves Under Non-Orthogonal Meshes Using Corrected

OpenFOAM Code


